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KG-113B 

Eruch Jessawala 
Mandali Hall, Meherazad, India 
March 11, 1979 
40:44 

Note Continuation of KG-113A 

Content 
This is how Baba contrived to get him into the compartment and to give him His darshan. 
"Sometimes we used to use the chain and stop the train!" Eruch now describes how they 
used to use two strong people, one to pull Baba into the train, and one to push Him. Often 
through the window of the carriage when they were traveling by lowest class. It partly 
comes from the British times Servants with servants tickets could travel in first class, but in 
an area set aside for the servants in the general vicinity. Two servant tickets could be 
managed with three or four servant class tickets for two travelers. In the late 30s, early 40s 
this type of travel took place. Sometimes there would be third class tickets, but the servant 
trick and first class started when some rich Baba lovers gave them the tickets. Third class 
was awful in terms of the time of WWII and the civil war, the partition. Eruch used to see 
scuffles and knife fights on the station platforms, between Hindus and Muslims.  

In our own carriage, there were Hindus who suspected one person to be a Muslim.  They 
jumped on him, and they were about to stab him in the carriage. "I'm a Hindu," he 
shouted, and they made him naked to see if he was circumcised. [Muslims are 
circumcised.] Eruch said "His penis came to his rescue." That's because he wasn't 
circumcised. This madness went to the height that these killings were frequent and corpses 
would be passengers, and corpses would be on the station platforms. We realized that 
there was more respect for the corpses than for live human beings. The sight of the corpses 
would bring some sense into the madness, and both sides would recoil from them. There 
were passengers eager to see if there were any relatives of theirs who could report on the 
situation, and we had a small compartment. We started from the terminus and we grabbed 
this tiny third class compartment, used for the staff of the railway, and there were 5, 4 plus 
Baba. Since it was so close to the engine the small carriage would be outside the platform. 
We could see the overcrowding near the center of the platform, but with time the people 
began coming toward their compartment. With every station, the passengers were coming 
closer and closer to getting into their compartment. Then He told us, "Get me a white 
sheet. Don't say anything, just cover this body." The crowd said, "Don't go there, there's a 
corpse there." At another junction they tried the same trick with success. 

Question whether Baba commented on the Second World War. Eruch says just logical  
comments and describes: we were in the heat of emotion and there wasn't time to ask him 
about what was going on. Our minds were so preoccupied with taking care of him, we 
didn't think about that. At the time the main fuel was kerosene and it was rationed, as was 
grain. Such anxieties would be there, how to find kerosene for the lamps, kitchen is 
supplied with grain, and all these were "our" lookout, so we were trying to find these, in 
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the black market even. Charcoal was not available at the time for the braziers. The most 
peculiar thing was that in spite of scarcity prices remained stationary. Even candles weren't 
available; they were taken away for the war effort. 
  
All the mandali didn't travel, just some. The rest remained at "headquarters." 

Baba did comment on the Jewish suffering of WWII but just briefly. There was no time to 
spare to chat with Him about these sorts of things. Baba didn't like the slaughters, but at 
the same time, "It was necessary." Baba felt all the ordinary human emotions, pain, hurt, 
pity, etc. just the same. 

Eruch thinks the right way to see existence is as futile, and Baba would pass such 
comments, about how futile a certain action would be. "Such slaughter was necessary to 
show the futile nature of people's actions." 

[A side discussion erupts about the Jewish problem, that Baba lovers are often attacked 
because God shouldn't have allowed so much suffering.] 

During the war, Baba traveled 20 days a month. 

Eruch: They are still aware of the atom bombs, and they are aware of the nature of it, but 
human nature is such that they feel they need the bombs to express superiority over 
others. 

Someone raises the point of "agent orange." Vietnam context. Helicopter pilots are getting 
cancers from the exposure to the agent orange. 

Kleiner: Is it mandated by the Sikh religion that sikhs wear turbans? 

Eruch: the mandatory things were the five k's. K's means hair. The situation at the time is 
that Moguls came from the northern border, and trade routes were there and the Moguls 
would take the goods from India that they needed. They noticed one thing, they were very 
intelligent people, they knew they had courage but they didn't have strength. They noted 
that Indian people worshipped cows, so they wanted hordes of their own people to enter 
India. Their foothold was feeling for the cows. They came in through the northwest frontier, 
preceded by herds of cows, and behind the herd were the hordes. They couldn't fight them  
without killing cows, and that's how they pushed further and further into the country. 

Just at that time, Guru Gobind Singh came into the picture, tenth descendent of Guru 
Nanak, and he said this is not right, and we should do something about it. The moguls 
looked ferocious, long beards, so why can't we look more ferocious? Every citizen should 
carry a knife, too, so they could face the Moguls. Some special type of shorts are worn by 
the Sikhs too, that squeeze the testicles. With this little formula, India could rise against 
the hordes and slaughter them and drive them out. Now he also made the point that cow 
is good, but it shouldn't prevent us from defending our country. Turban came into 
existence to keep control of the hair. Also some comb became part of the tradition. That's  
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how the Sikhs became "our militia men" and the warriors for the country. 

There are two types of Sikhs, for example Kishan Singh is a mona sikh, a different type of 
Sikh, the businessman side. Shivaji wasn't a Sikh, but a Maharatha. Not maybe a tomb, but 
a memorial. 

Question is whether Shivaji was conscious of being God. Eruch thinks so, since infinite 
consciousness must take the form. Adi thinks that in the minor incarnations the Avatar puts 
a veil over himself, but Eruch says he doesn’t manifest, though he is playing the part of 
Shivaji, and he does know. 

After all what do you find in these bodies you see -- Meher Baba, Krishna, Jesus, the form 
is taken by the reality. Meher Baba is the form of reality. Form cannot be reality, but it is 
directly associated with reality -- it's the reality that has taken the form. That is why people 
flock around him. Through the form we can behold reality with our limited mind. 

People who come from a Judaic background don't have the concept of the God-man, and 
that always comes in the way of their ideas. "How can it be possible that God could ever 
have a human form? This we can not believe." 

Eruch says, "We call it God, but what is it? So Baba has given us a little understanding of it 
its eternal existence that gets enformed. Reality taking form is essential for reality to deal 
with illusion. Illusion would get shattered, which would defeat its purpose, if reality dealt 
directly with illusion. Mingling with illusion, when the King stoops so low and mingles 
with the beggars, his own subjects... It is not a descent but he vacates the throne to leave 
his stand. Illusion can not stand against reality, and total light knocks out total darkness, 
but illusion needs to be there, and he mingles with illusion with a purpose, to awaken 
humanity, to awaken mankind. The awakening has to be done in it to get you out of it, so 
the only way to do it is to veil reality. It takes place only for our sake, and it remains veiled 
as human, making his being, his love, his compassion more tangible to us. He has to have  
something to point out to the limited mind. This illusion will not last, He points out to us, 
and a great empire vanishes after some time, while reality alone lasts. 

Heed may be paid to him only when he is amongst us. 

One person says impersonal god is very difficult to love, so he makes it more tangible 
by taking the veil.  He continues, Jews don't have the concept of the God-man, so it's hard 
for him to explain how God can have the human form. This gets Eruch to talk about the 
name "God."  How can illusion stand when God becomes man?     


